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                No Surprises


                
                    
                        Our Guarantee to Customers:

Operational excellence is at the forefront of everything we do, and that includes exceptional transparency and clarity when interacting with our customers. We honor all commitments, deal in facts, and communicate throughout every step of a program.

 

                    

                

            

        

    

    

        
            
                
                        We Invest in Customer Success® 

                

            

        

        

    

    

            
                
                    

                        Praised by our Customers


                            Your projects may be extremely complex and could require months of intense project management dedication. Let us help make the process less arduous by committing the full scope of our resources to guiding your project from inception to shipped fabrication. Hear what some of our legacy customers have to say about our ability to help create the strongest possible relationships below. 


                    

                

            

        
            
                
                        
                                
                                    

                                        
                                            From a Major Defense Equipment Manufacturer 

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            	
“The AT&F team has given us the confidence to explore new opportunities we would not have previously pursued. Creating a partnership and leveraging AT&F’s industry leading equipment, professionalism, and commitment quality has inspired our company to look beyond our comfort zone and reach new heights”.


	
"Our strategic alliance serves to enable and protect our nation and our warfighters."


	"AT&F has the largest and most impressive machines I have seen in the industry. You fully understand just how massive these are as you stand next to their 59-foot brake press."


                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                        
                                            From a Crane OEM Company

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            	
“AT&F has been consistently providing us with high quality, consistent components used in the most complex applications critical to human safety. We have witnessed AT&F’s willingness to innovate and invest first-hand, giving us a significant edge over our competition.”


	
"We can rely on our partnership with AT&F as a team to meet my company goals."


	"AT&F was very quick to respond to all questions and requests my team had when working together."


                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                        
                                            From a Producing Mill Leader

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            	“AT&F’s equipment and expertise has given us the opportunity to bring a value to our customers we have been unable to provide in the past. Their level of detail has set a new industry standard for starting new programs and has allowed us to better focus on our own core competencies without worry.”
	
"AT&F is a good organization to work with - excellent service and quality."


	"After working in the field for over 20 years, I'm certain that AT&F has the cleanest facilities I have stepped foot in. You could eat off the floors in there."


                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                        
                                            From an International Mining Conglomerate 

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            	"It's refreshing to work with a group of people who share our knowledge and passion of creating quality fabrications that can move our business forward."
	"The support staff is second to none. They are polished, proficient, professional and always accessible."
	"We have worked with AT&F for almost 30 years and they always step up to the plate regardless of the scope of our projects." 


                                        

                                    

                                

                        

                

            

        

    



    
        
            
                Continuous Innovation


                
                    
                        Metal Supply

	Fabrications that push the limits of scope, scale and precision
	Components for infrastructure, energy and defense
	Stainless steel and exotic alloy fabrication for corrosive environments
	Metallic and composite armor technology


Our passion to drive innovation inspires our team to deliver best-in-class solutions and exceptional service to a wide range of heavy industrial manufacturers. 
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                      Contact us today for a quote.
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                                    World Headquarters

                                    Cleveland,
                                    OH 

                                    216-252-1500
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